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WHO WE ARE

As a long-time partner of different industry sectors we have 

a profound understanding of the high demands of modern 

cable and corrugated tube processing. Today, excellent cut-

ting quality, high length precision and increased productiv-

ity at cut-to-length, insulation stripping and crimping are a 

standard of a Metzner machine. Our innovative concepts for 

processing and assembly automation increase the perfor-

mance even further and enable a customer specific design 

that is perfectly matched to individual requirements.

Our comprehensive range of machinery for the processing of cables, 

wires and corrugated tubing extends from economy cut-to-length 

machines right up to fully-automatic converting lines. Thanks to the 

modular design of all our machinery, retro-fitting and rapid extension 

to a full production line is easily possible. With Metzner you are not 

SYSTEM SUPPLIER FOR COMPLETE AND COMPLEX APPLICATIONS

only well equipped to meet today’s demands but also are prepared 

for whatever the future might bring. Proven experience and on-going 

engineering efforts at robotics, sensor systems and IT-integration en-

able Metzner to develop efficient solutions for complex applications. 

Including automatic printing or marking systems, systematic take-off, 

winding and sorting units, pick-and-place solutions, integrated qual-

ity monitoring and automatic database management and production 

statistics. 

As a systems provider of complete solutions for your applications in 

cable and corrugated tube processing, Metzner has a highly capa-

ble engineering team with many years of experience and know-how 

providing convincing and ground-breaking solutions to match your 

demands and meet your targets for cost, quality and output.



CUT AND
STRIP
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Metzner is a partner for you with solutions for your requirements. The product spectrum embraces semi-automatic           

table-top machines as well as fully automatic processing lines or precise rotary processing for coaxial or screened cables.  

New types of materials and cable designs place high demands on successful quality cable processing. Metzner machines 

and accessories are formulated specifically to meet this demand. Anywhere where your requirements are not optimally met 

by standard solutions, Metzner offers you wider individual approaches to achieve your productivity targets or for processes 

that cannot be achieved with standard machines.      



METZNER AM 2000

The Metzner AM 2000 automatic cut-to-length and stripping machine processes cable up to 6 mm² and wire up to 1.5 mm² 

conductor section with high precision and repeatability. For all industry sectors, in which secure processing, flexibility and rapid 

production in cable converting is demanded, the Metzner AM 2000 offers a standard of equipment which is unique in its price class.
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EFFECTIVE WIRE CUT-TO-LENGTH AND STRIPPING TECHNOLOGY

CUT AND STRIP



BENEFITS

Alongside its robust and particularly long-life const-

ruction, the Metzner AM 2000 offers a convincing 

practice-oriented specification with cable straigh-

tening and a throw-off container.

As the only machine in its performance class, the 

AM 2000 is prepared for expansion with a PC 

and a printing system for cable-specific lette-

ring. 

Processing of cable and wire from      

0.14 mm² up to 6 mm² conductor section

Universal V-blade as standard

High-spec wire straightener as standard

Automatic end-of-material shut-down as 

standard

Integrated interfaces for peripherals

Storage tray as standard

Robust design with long-life service

A standard RS-232 interface enables PC-sup-

ported working as well as printing.

FEATURES

Model AM 2000

Cable outer diameter max. 6 mm | 0.24“

Cable length 10 mm - 999 m | 0.39“ - 3278 ft

Wire size range stranded / solid ¹ 0.14 - 6 mm² / 0.14 - 1.5 mm² |
26  - 10 AWG / 26 - 16 AWG

Feeding speed max. ² 60 m/min | 3 ft/s

Pull-off length max. 1st side / 2nd side 70 mm / 40 mm | 3“ / 2“

Electrical connection 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 0.26 A

Dimensions (LxWxH) 1187 x 760 x 580 mm

47 x 30 x 23“

TECHNICAL DATA

–

–

–

–

¹ depending on material | ² infinitely adjustable

–

–

–

–



METZNER AM 3000 RANGE

The cable processing machines of the Metzner AM 3000 series stand out by their outstanding cutting and pull-off power and 

robust, long-life design for continuous industrial use. Metzner offers seven models for this, all with different cutting powers and 

equipment levels. In addition, their blade technologies vary with different blade contours to suit the requirements of different ap-

plications.  The patented »Double-Blade-Cutting-System«, for example, with two knives operating together in one working pass to 

perform different cutting processes and the additional rotary cut, providing precise circumferential cutting for cables with very thin 

or tough insulation and for coaxial cables.  
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VERSATILITY AND PERFORMANCE BY DESIGN

AM 3500 / AM 3700 RANGE AM 3800 RANGE

Robust platform for a range of 4 machi-

nes with capacity for 35 mm² or 50 mm² 

conductor section and options for with or 

without rotary module. The solution for the 

most varied requirements up to 15 mm ca-

ble diameter.

These machines offer an outstanding combination 

of capacity and versatility. Equipped with power 

for 70 mm² conductor section and 20 mm cable 

diameter, these machines are the ideal solution 

for an unusually wide spectrum of applications.

CUT AND STRIP



Equipped in this class with extra power for 

stripping and cutting

The patented Metzner »Double-Blade-Sys-

tem« for more processing possibilities is 

standard in the basic specification

You can choose: roller or belt transport

Movable guides are standard for safe disposal 

of completely removed insulation material 

Robust »Longlife Design« for long service life

FEATURES

BENEFITS

All models in the Metzner AM 3000 series are prepared – as standard – for a full set of 

interfaces for peripheral equipment and to facilitate IT integration. In this way, these 

machines are converted easily and without the need for further design work into 

complete production lines to further increase production automation.

–

–

–

–

–



AM 3000 RANGE - THE RELIABLE MODELS
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AM 3500 / AM 3700

The versatile »base model«. The top performer in terms of power and 

speed for cables up to 35 mm² conductor section. The AM 3700 proves a 

powerful processing of cables up to 50 mm² and a diameter up to 15 mm.

AM 3550 / AM 3750

These models provide an impressive addition to the features of the basic 

machines by the special possibilities offered by rotary processing. Ideal for 

precise and multi-stage processing of many coaxial conductors or multi-

layer cables.

AM 3550 Semi Rigid

The »precision model« for complex and very short multi-layer lengths 

down to 20 mm.

CUT AND STRIP



11 ABLÄNGEN UND ABISOLIEREN

AM 3550 / AM 3750

TECHNICAL DATA

Model AM 3500 AM 3700 AM 3550 AM 3550 
Semi-Rigid

AM 3750

Cable outer diameter max. 15 mm | 0.59“ 15 mm | 0.59“ 15 mm | 0.59“ 8 mm | 0.31“ 15 mm | 0.59“

Cable length 75 mm - 999 m |
2.95“ - 3278 ft

75 mm - 999 m |
2.95“ - 3278 ft

75 mm - 999 m |
2.95“ - 3278 ft

20 mm - 1000 mm |
0.79“ - 39“

75 mm - 999 m |
2.95“ - 3278 ft

Wire size range stranded / solid ¹ 0.5 - 35 mm² / 
0.5 - 6 mm² |
20 - 2 AWG /
20 - 10 AWG

0.5 - 50 mm² / 
0.5 - 10 mm² |
20 - 1/0 AWG /
20 - 8 AWG

0.5 - 35 mm² / 
0.5 - 6 mm² |
20 - 2 AWG /
20 - 10 AWG

0.5 mm² /
0.5 - 10 mm² |
20 AWG / 
20 - 8 AWG

0.5 - 50 mm² / 
0.5 - 10 mm² |
20 - 1/0 AWG /
20 - 8 AWG

Feeding speed max. ² 180 m/min | 10 ft/s 180 m/min | 10 ft/s 180 m/min | 10 ft/s 180 m/min | 10 ft/s 180 m/min | 10 ft/s

Pull-off length max. 1st side ³ / 2nd side 210 mm / 110 mm
8“ / 4“

210 mm / 110 mm
8“ / 4“

210 mm / 110 mm
8“ / 4“

40 mm / 40 mm
2“ / 2“

210 mm / 110 mm
8“ / 4“

Electrical connection 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.8 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.8 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 2 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 
2.1 A

230 V, 50/60 Hz, 2 A

Compressed air connection 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI

Dimensions (LxWxH) 740 x 702 x 712 mm 740 x 702 x 712 mm 740 x 752 x 712 mm 835 x 710 x 712 mm 740 x 752 x 712 mm

29 x 27 x 28“ 29 x 27 x 28“ 29 x 29 x 28“ 33 x 28 x 28“ 29 x 29 x 28“

The feed units used in the Metzner AM 3000 range provide a transport speed of up to 180 m/min. This increases the productivity 

of the machines, particularly for large cable lengths. The electronically controlled »Vario-Press« adjusts the contact pressure 

during transportation and processing, thereby providing maximum protection of the material.

HIGH PRODUCTIVITY

OUTSTANDING CUTTING FORCE

You can choose between roller feed and belt feed at no extra cost for several models in the Metzner AM 3500 / AM 3700 

range. This ensures that you have the best feed system for every cable. If your production requirements change, it is also 

possible to change the feed system using our retrofit kits.

FEED SYSTEM

With superior power development for 35 mm² and 50 mm² conductor section, the Metzner AM 3500 / AM 3700 range offers 

a unique power spectrum for processing cables up to 15 mm diameter.

The AM 3500 / AM 3700 series come with either PC control or PLC control as standard. PC control as standard activates 

printing devices (e.g. ink-jet printers, thermal-transfer-printers).

SIMPLE OPERATION

¹ depending on material | ² infinitely adjustable | ³ reduced speed due to extreme precision



Model AM 3800 AM 3850

Cable outer diameter max. 20 mm | 0.79“ 20 mm | 0.79“

Cable length 75  mm - 999 m | 2.95“ - 3278 ft 75  mm - 999 m | 2.95“ - 3278 ft

Wire size range stranded / solid ¹ 0.5 - 70 mm² / 0.5 - 16 mm² |
20 - 2/0 AWG / 20 - 6 AWG

0.5 - 70 mm² / 0.5 - 10 mm² |
20 - 2/0 AWG / 20 - 8 AWG

Feeding speed max. ² 180 m/min | 10 ft/s 180 m/min | 10 ft/s

Pull-off length max. 1st side ³ / 2nd side 210 mm / 140 mm | 8“ / 6“ 210 mm / 110 mm | 8“ / 4“

Electrical connection 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 2 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 2 A

Compressed air connection 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI

Dimensions (LxWxH) 4 649 x 846 x 485 mm 855 x 849 x 485 mm

25 x 33 x 19“ 34 x 33 x 19“
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AM 3800 RANGE - CONVINCING CAPACITY 
        AND VERSATILITY

AM 3800

For challenging and complex cables up to 70 mm² conductor 

section and a diameter of 20 mm.

AM 3850

Cable processing which stretchs the previous limits. With 

rotary cutting for challenging and complex cables up to         

70 mm² conductor section and a diameter of 20 mm.

TECHNICAL DATA

¹ depending on material | ² infinitely adjustable | ³ reduced speed due to extreme precision | 4 without monitor

CUT AND STRIP



Model AM 3800 AM 3850

Cable outer diameter max. 20 mm | 0.79“ 20 mm | 0.79“

Cable length 75  mm - 999 m | 2.95“ - 3278 ft 75  mm - 999 m | 2.95“ - 3278 ft

Wire size range stranded / solid ¹ 0.5 - 70 mm² / 0.5 - 16 mm² |
20 - 2/0 AWG / 20 - 6 AWG

0.5 - 70 mm² / 0.5 - 10 mm² |
20 - 2/0 AWG / 20 - 8 AWG

Feeding speed max. ² 180 m/min | 10 ft/s 180 m/min | 10 ft/s

Pull-off length max. 1st side ³ / 2nd side 210 mm / 140 mm | 8“ / 6“ 210 mm / 110 mm | 8“ / 4“

Electrical connection 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 2 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 2 A

Compressed air connection 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI

Dimensions (LxWxH) 4 649 x 846 x 485 mm 855 x 849 x 485 mm

25 x 33 x 19“ 34 x 33 x 19“

AM 3850

The belt transport system guarantees an effective po-

wer transmission and a gentle material processing at 

the same time due to a longer material contact length. 

In addition: very service-friendly with the shortest belt- 

change time.

The Metzner »Double-Blade-System« for wider processing 

applictions is included in the basic specification. And you 

get more out: with superior power for cable sections up to 

70 mm² and really precise knife positioning, the AM 3800 

range is the epitome of versatility and performance.

To maximise operator-friendliness and to integrate modern 

industry 4.0 functionalities, Metzner has newly developed the 

complete software of the AM 3800 range. Never before was 

the creation of processing programmes for single cables or 

complete cable lists so simple and logical.

The newly designed rotary unit is geared especially to the pre-

cision requirements of coaxial cables and shielded cables.

CONVINCING ARGUMENTS

INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE
LARGE PULL-OFF POWER

ROTARY CUTTING CUTTING MODULE 
PUT MORE IN, GET MORE OUT

The Metzner AM 3800 range shows what capacity and power 

cable processing machine can have. With 20 mm cable diam-

ters you experience more possibilities and fewer limits.

LARGER DIAMETER 
MORE POSSIBILITIES



METZNER AM 5000 RANGE

The Metzner AM 5000 range machines are the flagship models for processing of large cables up to 240 mm² conductor section and 

35 mm diameter. In their standard specifiction,these machines offer the highest level of of cutting and pull-off power. All models are 

equipped with the Metzner »Double-Blade-System« as standard for versatile and multi-stage processing tasks. The AM 5850 model 

has in addition a rotary module for precise all-round cutting when processing screened conductors, for example for E-vehicles. 
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POWER, PRECISION AND VERSATILITY FOR CABLES UP TO 240 MM²

AM 5800

The first model of a completely new series - they do all you 

wanna do even better.

AM 5850

The „top of the class“ - equipped with rotary unit 

as standard enabling you to prepare shielded hy-

brid cables, control cables with thin outer jacket 

and many additional applications up to 185 mm². 

conductor section

WITH ROTARY PROCESSING

WITHOUT ROTARY PROCESSING

CUT AND STRIP



Automatic cut-to-length and multi-stage 

stripping

Patented »Double-Blade-System« as stan-

dard

Double system monitoring as standard

Comprehensive memory capacity for cable 

processing programs, which are available at 

the press of a button

Powerful »Heavy-Duty« version for very thick 

and hard process cables

Rotary cutting module (AM 5850) for proces-

sing shielded cables, hybrid cables, control ca-

bles with thin covering and many other appli-

cations 

Make your Metzner cable processing machine into 

a complete production line. Metzner machines are 

optimally equipped for this.

Choose dereeling or feeding devices, winders or 

throw-off units, printers or marking systems - 

our machines are ready prepared for all these. 

As pioneers of waste-free printing, we inte-

grate one or two ink-jet printers after the 

cutting head.

FEATURES

AM 5000 LINE

AM 5800

Model AM 5800 AM 5800 HD AM 5850

Cable outer diameter max. 35 mm | 1.38“ 35 mm | 1.38“ 30 mm | 1.18“

Cable length 100 mm - 999 m | 3.93“ - 3278 ft 100 mm - 999 m | 3.93“ - 3278 ft 100 mm - 999 m | 3.93“ - 3278 ft

Wire size range stranded / solid ¹ 1.5 - 185 mm² / 1.5 - 16 mm² |
16 - 350 AWG / 16 - 6 AWG

1.5 - 240 mm² / 1.5 - 16 mm² |
16 - 500 AWG / 16 - 6 AWG

1.5 - 185 mm² / 1.5 - 16 mm² |
16 - 350 AWG / 16 - 6 AWG

Feeding speed max. ² 180 m/min | 9 ft/s 180 m/min | 9 ft/s 180 m/min | 9 ft/s

Pull-off length full strip 1st side / 2nd side 270 - 450 mm / 90 - 270 mm |
11 - 17“ / 4 - 11“

270 - 450 mm / 90 - 270 mm |
11 - 17“ / 4 - 11“

270 - 450 mm / 90 - 270 mm |
11 - 17“ / 4 - 11“

Electrical connection 3 ~ 400 V / 50/60 Hz, 2.6 A 3 ~ 400 V / 50/60 Hz, 2.6 A 3 ~ 400 V / 50/60 Hz, 2.8 A

Dimensions (LxWxH) 3 960 x 885 x 530 mm 960 x 885 x 530 mm 1335 x 885 x 530 mm 

37 x 34 x 21“ 37 x 34 x 21“ 52 x 34 x 21“

TECHNICAL DATA

–

–

–

–

–

–

¹ depending on material | ² infinitely adjustable | ³ AM 5350 without monitor
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PROCESSING POSSIBILITIES

AM
 2

00
0

AM
 3

50
0

AM
 3

70
0

AM
 3

80
0

AM
 3

55
0

AM
 3

55
0 

SR

AM
 3

75
0

AM
 3

85
0

AM
 5

30
0

AM
 5

30
0 

HD

AM
 5

35
0

Cut-to-length           

Stripping with partial and full pull-off           

Window stripping –     –     

Extremely long pull-off in multiple stages –     –     

Jacket stripping of multi conductor cables –          

Flat ribbon stripping and inner strands processing 1) –     –     

Incise cutting and length slitting –     –     

Stripping of very thin insulations –          

Metal braid stripping with protection cap –          

Multi-step stripping –          

Multi-step processing of coaxial cables – – – –     – – 

FOR THE AM-RANGE

1)  depending on material  |     = standard,  = optional, – = not available  |  Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Metzner cable processing machines offer flexible processing possibilities matched to the planned application.



BLADE TYPES

For cable cut-to-length

RADIUS-V-BLADEV-BLADE DOUBLE RADIUS- 
V-BLADE

RADIUS-BLADE

SLITTING BLADE FLAT BLADE CUSTOMISED 
PROFILE BLADE

For cut-to-length and 

stripping

For cutting through very 

thick cables

For precise cutting into 

the cable isolation

For lengthways slitting 

of the insulation

For processing flat 

cables

For processing very thin 

wire and other deman-

ding processes

The blades shown are some examples. For every type of cable, there are many different blades, which are matched to your specific requirements.

FOR THE AM-RANGE

+

COMBINATION OF 
TWO BLADE TYPES

Patented »Double-Bla-

de-System«

As experts for cable processing Metzner offers blades for special cable designs. Additionally with the patent protected "Double-    

Blade-System" two pairs of blades allow to be combined for extended capabilities.



HIGH-VOLTAGE
CABLE PROCESSING
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In just a few years, electric vehicles have developed from a side to a key issue for the mobility of the future. Rapidly rising pro-

duction numbers for electric cars in the next few years confirm the importance of this technology for automotive engineering.

Metzner transformed its experience from the processing of special cables to the requirements 

of high-voltage cables and high-voltage contact systems years ago. As of today, we already of-

fer widely used solutions for all processes of cable processing and the assembly of various contact systems. 

Metzner‘s competence in this area is reflected by an impressive patent portfolio especially for the processing and assembly 

of high-voltage cables.
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METZNER EM-SERIES

AUTOMATION LEVEL / CAPEX / OUTPUT

HE
AD
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OU

NT
 / 

LA
BO

R 
CO

ST
S

EM 100 SERIES

EM 300 SERIES

EM 600 SERIES

EM 700 SERIES
EM 900 SERIES

PROCESS TOOLS COMBINED WITH VARIOUS AUTOMATION LEVELS

The platforms differ in the degree of automation and personnel requirements. The common feature of each platform is its modular structure, which 

enables flexible and scalable expansion of production at any time. Flexible and modular in this case means that our process tools can be retrofitted 

from one platform to another within a very short time, or can be changed within the same platform to produce other cables or contact systems.



OVERVIEW OF THE VARIOUS EM SOLUTIONS

MODULAR HV-HARNESS PROCESSING PLATFORMS

EM 300 SERIES
 1 -2 process stations

 Manual loading

 High-flexibility

 20 - 30 sec. cycle time

EM 600 SERIES
 3 - 5 process stations

 25 - 30 sec. cycle time for 

 3 - 5 proceses combined

 Cable in fixed position; tools moving

EM 700 SERIES
 No limitation in number of process stations

 Automatic transfer of cables

 1 or 2 side processing

EM 900 SERIES
 Fully automated HV-harness processing

 No limitation in number of process stations

 Cycle time: < 15 sec.

EM 100 SERIES
 Manual loading

 High-flexibility

 app. 30-40 sec. cycle 

time



WE OFFER SOLUTIONS FOR ALL PROCESSES

METZNER E-MOBILITY-PORTFOLIO
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FULL AUTOMATION
FULLY AUTOMATIC WITH TRANSFER SYSTEM

Metzner understands the future and converts existing processes into fully automatic system solutions. Working stations, which up 

to now have been separately operated will be brought together in completely automated production lines. The starting point of an 

automatic processing line is the cable, coiled onto a drum and the end result is the delivery of a completely processed cable, with a 

fully assembled connector system.



TRIATHLON 
SYSTEM

E-CAD TRIATHLON SOFT® CABLE PROCESSING WIRING

DATA

IMPORT

CONTROLCABINETLAYOUT
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Automation in control cabinet manufacture is not only a worthwhile proposition for long production runs. Particularly for 

single component and small series production, considerable economies and improvements in efficiency can be achieved by 

the adoption of an automatic converting processes. With the Triathlon System, Metzner offers a unique and complete sys-

tem solution for reducing your costs in the manufacture of control cabinets. Dependent on the actual requirements, differ-

ent solutions are available to you, solutions which differ in their construction, performance and their degree of automation.

E-CAD TRIATHLON SOFT® CABLE PROCESSING WIRING

DATA

IMPORT

CONTROLCABINETLAYOUT



METZNER TRIATHLON RANGE
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AUTOMATION AND COST REDUCTION IN CONTROL CABINET MANUFACTURE

TRIATHLON 3000

The answer for all cables used in panel building: crimping up to 4 mm² con-

ductor section, cable preparation up to 35 mm² and 15 mm diameter and 

automatic of all wires with ink-jet or thermal transfer printing.

TRIATHLON 3000+

The most flexible model of the triathlon range. Equipped with a modular 

crimping unit, this model offers a quick extension of the processing possibi-

lities and an extension of the maximum cross section to crimp up to 4 mm² 

or 6 mm² conductor section. 

TRIATHLON 2000

The economy entry-level model which is equipped for all the principal au-

tomation processes in control cabinet manufacture: Precision cut-to-length 

and stripping of the cables with a cross section from 0.14 mm² up to 6 mm² 

conductor section and crimping of cable ends (single or double-sided) up to 

4 mm².



Precision cut-to-length cutting and single 

or double-sided stripping

Crimping of cable ends 

Individual printing of the wires (ink-jet- 

printing with one or two printers and     

Brady-Wraptor-printing)

Pre-sorting of the cables into their component 

groups

Total performance spectrum of the Metzner 

AM 3000 range

FEATURES

Model Triathlon 2000 Triathlon 3000 Triathlon 3000+
Wire outer diameter max. 4 mm | 0.16"  with crimping, 6 mm | 0.24" w/o 4 mm with crimping, 15 mm w/o 4 mm with crimping, 15 mm w/o

Wire length min. / max. 1 160 mm / 999 mm | 6.3" / 39.33" 250 mm / 999 mm | 9.84" / 39.33" 250 mm / 999 mm | 9.84" / 39.33"

Cross section wire crimping max. ² 2.5 mm² | 13 AWG, optional 4 mm² | 11 AWG 2.5 mm² | 13 AWG, optional 4 mm² | 11 AWG 2.5 mm² | 13 AWG, optional 4 / 6 mm² | 11 / 9 AWG

Cross section wire cutting to length ² 0.14 - 6 mm² | 17 - 9 AWG 0.5 - 35 mm² | 20 - 2 AWG 0.5 - 35 mm² | 20 - 2 AWG

Feeding speed max. 60 m/min | 3.28 ft/s 120 m/min | 6.56 ft/s 120 m/min | 6.56 ft/s

Stripping length max. side 1 / max. side 2 70 mm / 40 mm | 2.76" / 1.57" 220 mm / 170 mm | 8.66" / 6.69" 220 mm / 170 mm | 8.66" / 6.69"

Electrical connection 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.4 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 3.1 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 3.1 A

Compressed air connection 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI

Dimensions (LxWxH) 1450 x 1050 x 1450 mm 1750 x 1100 x 1520 mm 1750 x 1100 x 1520 mm

57 x 41 x 57" 69 x 43 x 60" 69 x 43 x 60"

TECHNICAL DATA

TRIATHLON 3000+

TRIATHLON 2000

Triathlon Soft® starts with the control cabinet layout and automatically calculates the 

lengths for all the wires, cable trays and cable ducts. At the same time, Triathlon Soft® 

produces all the data for the printing of the cables and the machining of the assembly 

baseplates. Via an interface to its CAE system, the software collects all the necessary data 

in the form of wiring lists, sub-assembly lists or terminal lists and processes them on this 

basis into a production-orientated layout for the control cabinet.  Triathlon Soft® is compa-

tible with all commonly-used drilling centres and automatically creates all the data for the 

mechanical processing of the assembly baseplates. All the NC-data for automatic machining are 

produced by working from the construction plan and an optimised interface transfers the data to 

a drilling and milling machine.  

TRIATHLON SOFT®

–

–

–

–

–

1 shorter lengths possible without crimping and stripping | ² depending on material  



UNIVERSAL 
CUTTING MACHINES
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Metzner cutting-to-length machines are robust and reliable base models. Depending on the material the machines are 

equipped with the correct cutting technology (die cut, shear cut, tube cut) which can be changed very easily. According to 

your demand there is a choice of three different machine equipment levels: »Red«, »Green« and »Blue«.  



METZNER CUT-TO-LENGTH MACHINES

30 CUT-TO-LENGTH

HANDY BENCH MODELS WITH OUTSTANDING PRICE/PERFORMANCE RATIO

The high-performance »universal cutting machine« with excel-

lent pulling and cutting force. The applied pressure between the 

transport belts is controlled pneumatically and opens and closes 

automatically when the machine cover is closed. Ideal for rigid 

materials and materials with stable shape. A choice of three cut-

ting methods; quick-change tooling.

ST-OB

The »allrounder« with particularly gentle and sensitive adjust-

ment of the applied pressure between the transport belts. Ideal 

for soft and elastic materials. We offer you the choice between 

stamp cutting, shear cutting and tube cutting, depending on your 

material.

VARIOCUT



  

Schnell wechselbare Schnittwerkzeuge

Erhältlich in drei Ausstattungslinien: 

Red, Green und Blue

Speicherprogrammierbare Steuerung

Serienmäßiger Schrittmotor für exaktes Po-

sitionieren und variable Geschwindigkeiten

Feinfühliger Anpressdruck

Langlebiges und robustes Design

MERKMALE

TECHNISCHE DATEN

Sämtliche Ablängautomaten sind für das automati-

sche Ablängen und Schneiden eines breiten Mate-

rialspektrums konzipiert. Für Litzen, Drähte und 

Kabel aber auch für Schrumpfschläuche, flexible 

Profile, Kunststoffrohre, Schnüre, Dichtungen, 

Folien, Etiketten, usw. liefern die Universal-

schneidemaschinen präzise Ergebnisse mit 

sehr guter Schnittqualität und hoher Arbeits-

geschwindigkeit. 

NUTZEN

–

–

–

–

–

Modell Variocut Red Variocut Green Variocut Blue ST-OB Red ST-OB Green

Materialabmessung Breite max. 95 mm 95 mm 95 mm 145 mm 145 mm

Materialabmessung Höhe max. 30 mm 30 mm 30 mm 30 mm 30 mm

Kabelquerschnitt  Litze / Volldraht 50 mm² / 10 mm² 50 mm² / 10 mm² 50 mm² / 10 mm² 50 mm² / 10 mm² 50 mm² / 10 mm²

Vorschubgeschwindigkeit max. 45 m/min 90 m/min 120 m/min 45 m/min 60 m/min

Kabellänge 0,1 mm - 999 m 0,1 mm - 999 m 0,1 mm - 999 m 0,1 mm - 999 m 0,1 mm - 999 m

Elektrischer Anschluss 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1,6 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1,6 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1,6 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 0,5 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 0,5 A

Druckluft 6 bar 6 bar 6 bar 6 bar 6 bar

Abmessungen (LxBxH) 795 x 530 x 510 mm 795 x 530 x 510 mm 795 x530 x 510 mm 700 x 400 x 650 mm 700 x 400 x 650 mm

¹ materialabhängig | ² ohne Crimpen und Abisolieren kürzere Längen möglich 

–

  

Material changeover in less than three 

minutes

Available in three equipment levels: 

Red, Green and Blue

PLC control with CoDeSys programming

Stepper motor for exact positioning and 

variable speeds is standard

Very smooth belt pressure adjustment 

»Long-life« robust design

The least expensive version with solid and robust basic functions, a 

reduced specification, a lower-cost control system and a lower – but 

for many applications quite adequate – working speed.

Stands for a complete fully-equipped version, a touch screen control with 

more operator-friendly features, higher working speeds and torque capability. 

Stands for a complete fully-equipped version, a touch screen control system 

with more operator-friendly features, highest working speeds and torque 

capability.

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DATA

All cutting machines are designed to cut-to-length a 

wide range of materials. The provide excellent cut-

ting quality and high capacity for wires, cables but 

also heat shrink tubes, flat profiles, tubes, cords, 

sealings, foils, labels, etc. 

BENEFITS

–

–

–

–

–

Model Variocut Red Variocut Green Variocut Blue ST-OB Red ST-OB Green
Material dimension width max. 95 mm | 3.74" 95 mm | 3.74" 95 mm | 3.74" 145 mm | 5.71" 145 mm | 5.71"

Cable outer diameter max. 30 mm | 1.18" 30 mm | 1.18" 30 mm | 1.18" 30 mm | 1.18" 30 mm | 1.18"

Wire size range stranded /solid 1 50 / 10 mm² | 0 / 7 AWG 50 / 10 mm² | 0 / 7 AWG 50 / 10 mm² | 0 / 7 AWG 50 / 10 mm² | 0 / 7 AWG 50 / 10 mm² | 0 / 7 AWG

Feeding speed max. ² 45 m/min | 2.46 ft/s 90 m/min | 4.92 ft/s 120 m/min | 6.56 ft/s 45 m/min | 2.46 ft/s 60 m/min | 3.28 ft/s

Material / Cable length 0.1 mm - 999 m | 
0.004" - 3278 ft

0.1 mm - 999 m | 
0.004" - 3278 ft

0.1 mm - 999 m | 
0.004" - 3278 ft

0.1 mm - 999 m | 
0.004" - 3278 ft

0.1 mm - 999 m | 
0.004" - 3278 ft

Electrical connection 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.6 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.6 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.6 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 0.5 A 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 0.5 A

Compressed air connection 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI

Dimensions (LxWxH) 3 635 x 506 x 492 mm 635 x 506 x 492 mm 635 x 506 x 492 mm 665 x 122 x 600 mm 665 x 122 x 600 mm

25 x 20 x 19" 25 x 20 x 19" 25 x 20 x 19" 26 x 4 x 24" 26 x 4 x 24"

VARIOCUT

EQUIPMENT LEVELS

R

G

B

1 depending on material  |  ² infinitely adjustable | 3 ST-OB additional control panel: 350 x 318 x 525 mm

–

RED

GREEN

BLUE



CORRUGATED TUBE
PROCESSING
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Standard, split or corrugated tubes with muffs and flexible conduits are used for protecting cables and wiring harnesses. Cut-

ting these protective coverings to length depends on cutting accurately on the crest of the ridge. Otherwise sharp cut edges 

are formed which results in damage to the cables. 

Metzner corrugated tube cutting machines offer absolute precision with the cut on the crest of the corrugation. All types of 

unslit corrugated tube are cut reliably and precisely. This wide spectrum is unique and makes these models a future-proof 

investment. High-performance sensors guarantee reliable reading of the tube profile and place the cut precisely on the top or 

in the valley – providing just the processing result you expect. 
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CT 4100

The entry-level model cuts corrugated tubes exactly on the crest and 

guarantees optimal processing results. For corrugated tubes from 4.5 mm 

to 39 mm.

CT 4200

The Metzner CT 4200 offers in addition an integrated lengthways slitting 

unit for automatic lengthways slitting of non-slit corrugated tubes. For 

corrugated tubes from 4.5 mm to 39 mm.

METZNER CT-RANGE
POWERFUL PRECISION CUTTING MACHINES FOR SLIT AND NON-SLIT CORRUGATED TUBES

CORRUGATED TUBE PROCESSING



TECHNISCHE DATEN

Modell CT 4100 CT 4200

Wellrohraußendurchmesser min.1 4.5 mm 4.5 mm

Wellrohraußendurchmesser max.1 39 mm 39 mm

Vorschubgeschwindigkeit max. 2 90 m/min 90 m/min

Elektrischer Anschluss 230 V,  50/60 Hz, 1,2 A 230 V,  50/60 Hz, 1,2 A

Antrieb pneumatisch pneumatisch

Druckluft 6 bar 6 bar

Abmessungen (LxBxH) 667 x 600 x 840 mm 3) 791 x 600 x 840 mm 3)
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¹ materialabhängig | ² stufenlos einstellbar 

TECHNICAL DATA

Model CT 4100 CT 4200

Corrugated tube diameter min. ¹ 7 mm | 0.28" 7 mm | 0.28"

Corrugated tube diameter max. ¹ 40 mm | 1.57" 40 mm | 1.57"

Feeding speed max. 2 90 m/min | 4.92 ft/s 90 m/min | 4.92 ft/s

Electrical connection 230 V,  50/60 Hz, 1.2 A 230 V,  50/60 Hz, 1.2 A

Power source electric-pneumatic electric-pneumatic

Compressed air connection 6 bar | 87 PSI 6 bar | 87 PSI

Dimensions (LxWxH) 667 x 600 x 840 mm 791 x 600 x 840 mm 

26 x 23 x 33" 31 x 23 x 33"

CT 4200

Optimal accommodation of material requirements by material-specific feed system:

For each type of corrugated tube, our corrugated tube processing machines offer the optimal feed system: precise and powerful 

belt conveyors for unslit tubes, pin-point accurate transport of slit tubes by specially matched gears. 

Very short changeover times: 

Metzner corrugated tube machines process tubes from 4.5 mm up to 39 mm (SM 4000 up to 40 mm) reliably and with precision. 

When frequent material changes are necessary, short changeover times are particularly important. Thanks to the Metzner »Quick 

Change System«, which assists in rapid guide changing, material changes are performed easily and without significant downtime. 

Fully integral lengthways slitting unit: 

The Metzner CT 4200 offers an integrated longitudinal slitting unit for automatic slitting of unslit corrugated tubes. With the practi-

cal height adjustment of the circular blade via a hand wheel, you can set the cutting height of the slitting blade for each different 

tube diameter. 

BENEFITS

¹ depending on material | ² infinitely adjustable 



– Für Wellrohre von 4,5 mm bis 40 mm 

Durchmesser

– Patentierte Metzner »Zahnrad-La-

ser-System« garantiert einen form- 

schlüssigen und verdrehsicheren Vor-

schub

– Lasersensor überwacht die Position der 

Zahnräder

– Serienmäßig mit Zahnradvorschub

MERKMALE

TECHNISCHE DATEN

Die einzigartige Kombination von übertragender Vor-

schubgeschwindigkeit und kürzesten Schnittzeiten 

macht die SM 4000 zu einem produktivitätsstei-

gernden Faktor in Ihrer Bearbeitungslinie. Sie er-

reichen Ihr Produktionsziel mit der Metzner SM 

4000 in kürzester Zeit.

NUTZEN

Modell SM 4000

Wellrohraußendurchmesser min.1 4.5 mm

Wellrohraußendurchmesser max.1 40 mm 

Vorschubgeschwindigkeit max. 2 160 m/min

Elektrischer Anschluss 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1,5 A

Antrieb elektro-pneumatisch

Druckluft 6 bar

Abmessungen (LxBxH) 1215 x 1175 x 1400 mm

¹ materialabhängig | ² stufenlos einstellbar 

– For corrugated tubes from 4.5 mm to 

40 mm diameter 

– Patented Metzner »Toothed wheel laser

system« guarantees slip- free, rotati-

on-free material transport

– Laser sensors monitor the position of the 

gear wheels

– »Toothed-wheel« transport system as 

standard

FEATURES

TECHNICAL DATA

The unique combination of outstanding feed speeds 

and short cutting times makes the SM 4000 a mean 

of increasing productivity in your pro cessing line. 

This saves on staff deployment as the production 

quan tity is reached in shorter time. 

BENEFITS

Model SM 4000

Corrugated tube diameter min. ¹ 4.5 mm | 0.18"

Corrugated tube diameter max. ¹ 40 mm | 1.57"

Feeding speed max. 2 160 m/min | 8.75 ft/s

Electrical connection 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1.5 A

Power source elektro-pneumatic

Compressed air connection 6 bar | 87 PSI

Dimensions (LxWxH) 1215 x 1020 x 1435 mm

48 x 40 x 56"
¹ depending on material | ² infinitely adjustable 



TECHNISCHE DATEN

¹ materialabhängig | ² stufenlos einstellbar 

METZNER SM 4000

TECHNICAL DATA

The patented Metzner SM 4000 with »toothed wheel laser system« is the only solution available in the market to process pre-slit 

corrugated tube. The material specific feed wheels guarantee a form-fit and twist proof feed of the pre-slit material. The laser sen-

sor controls the position of the feed wheels and releases the blade precisely on the crest of the ridge - with precise repeatability 

and up to 8000 cuts per hour.
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¹ depending on material | ² infinitely adjustable 



PERIPHERAL 
EQUIPMENT

DEREELING AND FEEDING
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As well as high-quality processing machinery, Metzner also offers quick, product-friendly and economical peripheral equip-

ment to extend your cut and strip machine into an automatic processing line.   

Thanks to the wide spectrum of easy to integrate systems, you can automate your cable cut and strip machine to suit your 

particular requirements. From a simple dereeler, right up to fully-automated production, we can offer an optimal solution 

to increase your productivity. 

PRINTING AND MARKING

TAKE-OFF AND COILING



METZNER CABLE REEL RACK SYSTEM
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EFFICIENT SYSTEM FOR PRODUCTIVITY AND IDEAL UTILIZATION OF SPACE

METZNER SEMI-AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS

To meet your requirement for regular changeover of numerous cable drums, our se-

mi-automatic storage system offers enormous productivity benefits. Setting-up times 

are reduced significantly and the productive time of the cable processing line is increa-

sed accordingly. In addition, there is considerably improved utilisation of production 

floorspace.

METZNER FULLY AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS

Our fully automatic storage systems further increase productivity by up to 50%, com-

pared to semi-automatic systems. Each installation is individually designed to take 

account of room and floorspace conditions as well as the number and sizes of the 

cable spools. Of particular interest are the solutions with an autonomous and fully 

automatic transport vehicle. 

Modern production often requires very high flexibility for medium batch-sizes down to unit production. Therefore, Metzner offers 

together with the affiliate company ramatech a cable-rack that minimizes changeover times between different cable types, reduces 

in-production transport and loading times by up to 80% and optimizes the utilization of production space. Due to intelligent system 

architecture the Metzner cable-rack can be individually adjusted to the required capacity.

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
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+ + 

 – Best possible utilization of production and warehouse space

 – Increased productivity thanks to minimized changeover and set-up times

 – Reduction of the in-production cable transport efforts by up to 80%

 – Maximum flexibility: one drive for all cable reel sizes

 – The integrated cable reel rack system allows a gentle material processing

 – Flexible in-take to the rack from both front- or backside

 – Elimination of heavy-labor and dangerous situations due to manual handling of heavy reels

 – Fast and cost efficient extension of capacity thanks to modular design

 – Made-to-customer requirements

 – Integration with third-party systems possible

BENEFITS

SYSTEM ADVANTAGE

Both firms have the software of their products opti-

mally co-ordinated with each other and offer additi-

onal automation functions via intelligent interfaces 

for the spool storage system, directly on the Metzner 

machine operator panel. 

UNIQUE SOFTWARE INTEGRATION



DEREELING AND FEEDING

To achieve optimal results in cable processing, the tension-free cable feeding to the machine is an important pre-requisite. Metzner 

offers a wide range of solutions for dereeling and feeding, irrespective of whether your material comes in a drum or on a spool 

and weighs ten, a hundred or a thousand kilos. Electrically driven cable dereelers (Metzner DR series) are the ideal addition to your 

cable processing machine for automatic high-speed cable feed and, at the same time, gentle handling with minimum tension. For 

cables with lesser sensitivity to tension, our passive Metzner DRS dereelers are used. 
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SAFE AND PROBLEM-FREE DEREELING OF BARREL, BUNDLE AND DRUM MATERIALS

MOTORISED HIGH-PERFORMANCE DEREELER

PASSIVE DEREELERS

PREFEEDERS

LOOP CONTROL SYSTEMS

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT



METZNER DR-RANGE

DR 8.300

Motorised high-performance dereeler for automatic and tension-free material 

feeding for drum diameter up to 800 mm and 300 kg cable reel weight.

DR 10.600

Motorised high-performance dereeler for automatic and tension-free  ma-

terial feeding for drum diameter up to 1000 mm and 600 kg cable reel 

weight.

DR 12.1000

Motorised high-performance dereeler for automatic and tension-free ma-

terial feeding for drum diameter up to 1200 mm and 1000 kg cable reel 

weight.

THE IDEAL ADDITION FOR CABLE PROCESSING LINES

Motorised high-performance dereeler for automatic and tension-free material feeding.



DRS 1.600

DRS 2.850 

DRS 3.1000

DRS 5
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METZNER DRS-RANGE

DRS 1.600

Passive dereeler for spools up to 20 kg and 350 mm.

DRS 2.850 

Passive dereeler for spools up to 850 mm outerdiameter and a width of 

max. 250 mm.

DRS 3.1000

Passive dereeler for cable drums with a width of 890 mm and a weight 

up to 1000 kg.

PASSIVE UNWIND UNITS IN DIFFERENT VERSIONS

The passive material unwinders devices are qualified for feeding of cables or tubes with low tension sensitivity and applications 

with low acceleration.

DRS 5

Passive dereeler with mechanical brake. Available with: 800 mm / 1000 

mm diameter. For material with a max. weight of 50 kg.

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT



PF 235.30

DRS 2.850 

DRS 5

PREFEEDERS AND LOOP CONTROL SYSTEMS 

PF 235.30

The prefeeder Metzner PF 235.30 ensures tension free material feeding for all auto-

matic processing machines. The inbuilt sensor control adjusts the unwinding speed 

of the material reel, independently from the processing machine at speeds up to 

180 m/min.

DHS-RANGE

Metzner loop control systems provide contact-free speed regulation. Integral sensors in 

the loop control calculate the optimum dereeling speed to match exactly the processing 

speed of the machine. 

–     Options for in-line and off-line production

–     Precision control via continuously arranged speed sensors

–     Available with material widths: 50 mm - 220 mm

–     Upper and lower limit switch positions individually adjustable via teach-in facility

PF 235.30 with dancing arm

The prefeeder PF 235.30 is available either with dancing arm 

or in combination with a loop control (see below). Both solu-

tions offer a smooth speed adjustment.

TENSION FREE MATERIAL FEEDING

DRS 2.850 

DRS 5

Our prefeeders ensures tension free material feeding for all automatic processing machines. The inbuilt sensor control adjusts the 

unwinding speed of the material reel, independently from the processing machine at speeds from zero up to 180 m/min. According 

to model materials will be transported up to a width of 100 mm and 30 mm height.



PRINTING AND MARKING

For product identification and to determine assembly positioning, cables, wires and other products often have to be printed or 

marked. In response to a variety of requirements, Metzner offers four different printing systems from leading manufacturers, which 

can be combined with all Metzner machines.
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ECONOMICAL SOLUTIONS FOR CABLE MARKING AND PRINTING

INK-JET-PRINTING

– Very good text contrast thanks to choice of ink colour

– Optimal software matching to Metzner processing machines

– Printing »on the fly« without any lost time

– Self-diagnosis system with faults displayed as text

– Freely programmable graphics, barcodes and text

– Modern touch-screen operation or PC keyboard

THERMAL-TRANSFER-PRINTING

– Excellent quality thanks to high resolution: 300 dpi

– Optimal software matching to Metzner processing machines

– Patented printing technology

– Variable text positioning: 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°

– Freely programmable graphics, barcodes and text

– Time needed for print: approx. 1.5 seconds

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT



BRADY-WRAPTOR-PRINTING

– Excellent quality thanks to high resolution: 300 dpi

– Optimal software matching to Metzner processing machines

– Best possible contrast by using white film

– Freely programmable graphics, barcodes and text

– Time needed for print: approx. 5 seconds

HOT-STAMP-MARKER

– Very good print quality

– Optimal software matching to Metzner processing machines

– Exact setting of parameters possible (emboss temperature & time, 

application pressure)

– Time needed for print: 0.5 - 1 second

THERMAL-TRANSFER-PRINTING

LASER-MARKING

– Excellent print quality - excellent legibility

– Printing »on the fly« without any lost time

– Freely programmable graphics, barcodes and text

– Print management directly from the Metzner machine

– Works without consumables



MA 2000

MA 4000

MA 6000

TAKE-OFF AND COILING

After the cable, wire or corrugated tube processing, precise take-off, sorting or coiling of the products is a logical step in the quality 

assurance of the total process. For this, Metzner offers well thought-out and practically proven peripheral solutions. Active material 

take-off units, for example, lay the processed cables or wires in order in a tray, thus providing an optimal starting point for further 

working. Cable ring coilers, which synchronise the coiling with the speed of the processing machine and thus give tension-free win-

ding are also a good solution for material storage or onward transport.
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HANDLING OF WIRES AND CABLES IN SEQUENCE AND WITHOUT DAMAGE

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

MA 2000

Automatic wire stacker for all wires and cables up to 30 mm diameter 

and 2 m material length.

METZNER MA-RANGE
ACTIVE MATERIAL TAKE-OFF UNITS FOR WIRES UP TO 30 MM DIAMETER

MA 4000

Automatic wire stacker for all wires and cables up to 30 mm diameter and 

4 m material length.

MA 6000

Automatic wire stacker for all wires and cables up to 30 mm diameter 

and 6 m material length.



CPC 200

CRC 350

CRC 450 DUO

CRC 750

MA 4000

CPC 200

– Automatic cable ring coiler with two electrically driven coiling heads 

– For cables up to 12.5 mm diameter

CRC 350

– Cable ring coiler with controlled functional sequence to the cut and strip 

machine 

– For cable diameters up to 15 mm or 30 mm

– For cable ring inner diameter from 115 mm up to 350 mm

– Winding mandrels can be lowered

CRC 450 DUO

– Cable ring coiler with double winding function and controlled functio-

nal sequence to the cut and strip machine

– For cable diameters up to 15 mm 

– For cable ring inner diameter from 150 mm up to 450 mm

– Winding mandrels can be lowered

CRC 750

– Cable ring coiler with controlled functional sequence to the cut and 

strip machine 

– For cable diameters up to 30 mm

– For cable ring inner diameter from 250 mm up to 600 mm

– Winding mandrels can be lowered

METZNER CPC- AND CRC-RANGE
AUTOMATIC CABLE RING COILER WITH CONTROLLED FUNCTIONAL SEQUENCE

MA 4000



EFFECTIVE
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PRODUCTION

LANGUAGE

TOUCH KEYBOARD

The Software is available in all required languages. 

Data input via userfriendly on-screen keyboard. 

Summary of production data and production

process.



To meet the demands of the modern data-controlled production environment, the »Internet of Things« as well as further 

Industry 4.0 functionalities, Metzner has completely re-designed the operating software of its cable processing machinery. 

The result: ingeniously simple operation – great ease of supervision and even faster program creation.

A few inputs are enough to create a new operating program and make your Metzner processing machine ready for produc-

tion. Previously established data are automatically recognised in the library and used for new applications. Alongside the 

processing of individual cables, the new software handles complex cable lists as well as the lettering and marking of the 

cables with the different identifiction systems (see pages 46 & 47). 

Many companies control their production via IT networks. For such cases, the Metzner operating software provides com-

prehensive integration into the IT network. All production orders are transferred online to the machine for processing. 

The Metzner machine then delivers information back for production control, providing a real-time overview of the actual 

machine status, the production status and all the completed and due processes. With comprehensive integration, the 

Metzner machine can take care of the control of material supply and deal with preventive or fault-related maintenance 

requirements.   

PROCESSING DATA

PRODUCTION

MANUAL MACHINE OPERATION
Simple manual machine operation via touch screen.

Clear presentation and definition of the cable 

and product data.

Summary of production data and production

process.



INDIVIDUAL 
SOLUTIONS
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Complex processing lines for rail vehicles or challenging solutions for cutting of automobile sensor cables – at Metzner we 

satisfy our customers by our competence in finding solutions for their specific requirements. 

For applications that require functionality over and above those of the standard machines, we plan, develop and manu-

facture customer-specific solutions. In this way, and based on our long years of experience as a machine-builder for cable 

processing, completely individual solutions are created and matched to each application, so that they perform under highly 

demanding conditions. 

Metzner offers total responsibility for the entire development process, from initial analysis and advice through to the suc-

cessful delivery. On the following pages, we present several customer-specific solutions and processing lines as examples. 

Discover some interesting ways to approach your own applications! 



MINERAL INSULATED (MI) CABLES
SOLUTION FOR AUTOMATIC CUT-TO-LENGTH OF RIGID MINERAL INSULATED THERMOCOUPLES

Standard machines available in the sector are not capable of processing thermo elements with mineral insulation. To meet this 

need, Metzner has developed a dedicated process that safely and precisely works with these special cables. 

AUTOMATIC INCISE 
CUTTING AND CUT-TO-LENGTH 
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TELECOMMUNICATION
CUSTOMER SPECIFIC SOLUTION FOR THE PROCESSING OF NETWORK CABLES

ONE SYSTEM COVERING ALL 
REQUIREMENTS - FULLY AUTOMATIC

Integrated processes:

– Dereeling 

– Cable marking 

– Grinding the outer jacket

– Cut to length and stripping

– Coiling with laying system

– Cable ring binding

– Evacuation on roller conveyor

Cable ring coiler with laying system and integrated 

binding unit

AUTOMATIC COILING 
AND BINDING 



TELECOMMUNICATION

ONE SYSTEM COVERING ALL 
REQUIREMENTS - FULLY AUTOMATIC

MULTI-LEVEL CABLE PROCESSING

Cable preparation with servo linear system for maximized length 

precision combined with positioned drop-off.

POSITIONED DROP-OFF 
BUNDLING AND BINDING

TELECOMMUNICATION
Automatic multi-level cable preparation and bundling of telecommunication cable kits.



Metzner develops fully automated procedure for the complete processing and winding of high-frequency coaxial cables.
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STEEL CABLES

AUTOMATIC WRAPPING AND 
PRINTING OF THE STEEL CABLES

PC-CONTROLLED PRODUCTION

AUTOMATIC AND 
SYSTEMATIC TAKE-OFF 
UP TO A LENGTH OF 12 M

AUTOMATIC CUT-TO-LENGTH

Standard cable processing machines cannot achieve precise cuts with steel wires and cannot avoid the »springing« of the wires.

To deal with this, Metzner applies a precisely positioned adhesive tape and, using a special separation process, achieves a very 

good cutting result. 

INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS



STRIPPING OF STEEL ROPES 
WITH PLASTIC OUTER JACKET

TAKE-OFF

AUTOMATIC AND 
SYSTEMATIC TAKE-OFF 
UP TO A LENGTH OF 12 M

With an electro-welding process, cutting of steel braid and steel cables can be done without the undesirable »springing« of the 

wires and the »thickening« of the cable ends. No standard machine offers this working method with an automatic and  pro-

gram-controlled process. Metzner combines a powerful standard machine with this special working process and thus offers the 

customer a tailor-made and unique solution for his requirement.

AUTOMATIC CUT-TO-LENGTH 

STEEL CABLES
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RAILWAY INDUSTRY

CORONA PRE-TREATMENT
The basis for optimized ink-jet-marking.

POST-TREATMENT 
WITH UV-LIGHT

INK-JET-PRINTING

Extended durability of ink-jet-printing combined with automatic cable processing for railway specifications

POSITIONED
TAKE-OFF



RAILWAY INDUSTRY

POST-TREATMENT 
WITH UV-LIGHT

INK-JET-PRINTING

POSITIONED
TAKE-OFF

METZNER CUSTOMER SERVICE
A STRONG PARTNERSHIP OVER THE TOTAL WORKING LIFE

With our after sales service you benefit from our long-term 

support to enable you to keep your Metzner machine opera-

ting profitably throughout its whole working life. Apart from 

the basic characteristics and performance data of the machine, 

there are a number of additional factors that play an important 

part in achieving this. So we have put together a team with a 

spectrum of service capabilities to give you active support. 

Advice and machine modification to meet new re-   

quirements

Not infrequently, the materials to be processed and the tasks 

to be performed by a Metzner machine in your production ch-

ange over time.  It is often possible for us optimally to modify 

the machine to meet such new requirements by mechanical 

adjustments, a software update, or addition of an accessory 

or further equipment. Our After Sales Service Team can make 

recommendations to optimise your material processing and to 

modify your existing machinery accordingly.   

Spare parts service

For current Metzner machines, we hold stocks of the most fre-

quently required replacement and wear parts for immediate deli-

very in our store. For customer-specific parts and more slow-mo-

ving, we start an immediate order for manufacture the parts in 

initial equipment quality as soon as your order is received. 

E-Service

Many Metzner machines have the facility to be fitted with an 

E-Service module for remote machine interrogation. The ma-

chine either receives an individual IP address or a connection 

to the mobile telephone network. In this way, Metzner Service 

can provide rapid and cost-effective fault diagnosis, spare parts 

advice or make repair recommendations.
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METZNER SALES PARTNERS WORLDWIDE

Internationally, Metzner is represented in more than 30 countries by qualified partners for sales and service. Metzner is working 

actively on further developing its global presence. Specialised partners for the business segments cable processing or rubber and 

plastic processing offer professional sales consulting and service know-how.

FIND YOUR LOCAL PARTNER AT:

www.metzner.com » Service & Support » Sales Partner Worldwide

HEADQUARTERS

Metzner Maschinenbau GmbH

Messerschmittstr. 30

89231 Neu-Ulm | Germany

Phone:  +49 731 40199-0

Fax:  +49 731 40199-33

E-Mail:  sales@metzner.com


